( Design Showcase )

the Traveler’s

Living Room
You only get one chance to make a good first impression,
especially when it comes to hotel lobby design. To make
theirs, these seven spaces match design to personality.

If

a hotel is a home, then the lobby is the living room. Just like homeowners put
their guests in their best chair and serve up their best beverage, hotels want
guests to feel comfortable and relaxed, too. By taking into account clientele,
brand and location, properties of all types use lobbies to welcome guests and
maintain a reputation as a gathering place.
“When you meet someone for the first time, you might notice their hair or clothes, but then
you start to get to know them and get a feel for their personality,” says Kim Nevins, director
of sales and marketing, Grand Hotel Minneapolis. “A lobby is that deeper step into getting to
know what a hotel is all about. Curb appeal is important, but the lobby should tell you what
you can expect throughout your stay. It is the first chapter in a book that gets your attention
and gives you a feel for the rest of the story.”
From a northern resort to an ultra-modern downtown hotel, good design is about more
than just paint colors and light fixtures. Depending on the property and guest type, lobby
design varies exponentially. While a classic, elegant lobby may be the right fit for one guest,
logs and bearskin rugs might draw in others. Lobby designers take into account everything
from technology, comfort, flow, lighting and even scent to not only impress on first glance,
but encourage repeat business, all the while providing guests with those necessary services
like reception, valet, restaurants and concierge.
“It could be a chair askew, a crumpled up piece of paper on the floor, but the feel of the
lobby is so important,” says Troy Whelan, director of sales and marketing, Aloft Minneapolis.
“It doesn’t matter if you’re a struggling hotel in need of renovation or a brand-new Aloft—as a
vision of W hotels, you should be able to walk into a lobby and between the music that’s playing in the background, between the interaction of the hotel’s team, and the different people
you see, you should be able to sit down in a hotel lobby and just feel relaxed.”

by Amanda Fretheim Gates
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W Minneapolis–The Foshay:
World Class
When Starwood first launched its W brand some
10 years ago, it was given a very New York feel. But
as more and more Ws opened in cities across the
globe, the properties, while remaining focused on
world-class design, began to reflect the communities in which they were set. This proves true with
W Minneapolis, as designers and architects were
brought in to restore the 1920s Art Deco feeling but
with a modern styling. “Because W is a lifestyle brand,
we [provide] a hotel that reflects the life they naturally
live in their private life, or if we’re looking at weekend
or getaway guests, maybe it’s not the life that they live,
but the experience they want to have,” says Charity
Marrar, complex director of sales and marketing.
The W’s lobby, appropriately called the Living
Room, mixes these elements to varied extents. The
designers took elements from the original property
and added more textures and scales to show continuity. “That’s why you see the traditional wing-back
chairs, but they’re about twice the size that a traditional chair would be, the materials are different and
the legs are mirrored instead of traditional wood,”
says Marrar. From the Alice in Wonderland feel of the
furniture and the fireplace to the long lobby bar and
myriad textures, the Living Room is designed to draw
people out of their guest rooms. “They can find any
other spaces to be tucked away into,” Marrar says.
“It’s really about finding your own personal comfort
throughout our space.”
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Grand Hotel Minneapolis:
Understated & Refined

photos at right courtesy of chase on the lake

If you ever walk in downtown Minneapolis,
you know the Grand Hotel. Or more specifically, you know John Angleson. “Since 1999,
dressed in a red coat, suit vest and top hat,
John is the distinguished gentleman who
greets our guests, helps with their bags,
provides advice and makes people feel as if
they’ve arrived at one of those special places
where time has stopped and life’s special
courtesies have not been forgotten,” says
Kim Nevins, director of sales and marketing.
Angleson has worked at the hotel for 50 years
and is currently the first first impression on
guests as he opens the door to the lobby.
While the lobby is on the smaller side,
it maintains the classic image of the entire
property. Because the hotel’s typical guest prioritizes customer service and comfort, instead
of finding a long reception counter at which to
wait, guests sit down at a small desk for oneon-one personalized check in. The grand staircase, composed of dark wood, is the centerpiece of the lobby, acting as a meeting point or
photo opportunity for many guests, while two
large murals—one of the historic Mississippi
riverfront and one of the Shubert Theatre—play
homage to the city’s, and the hotel’s, past.

The Saint Paul Hotel:
A Timeless Classic
Built in 1910 for $1 million, The Saint Paul
Hotel has always been a hotel, offering entertainment and respite for locals, visitors, celebrities
and politicians. Its lobby is thought of as “St.
Paul’s meeting space,” says General Manager
David Miller, because there’s always a buzz going
on. With cushy couches and red overstuffed
mohair chairs grouped appropriately to promote
intimate conversation, the lobby offers an elegant,
but comfortable atmosphere for guests. It’s
where you can sit and relax and perhaps spot
a bride bustling to her ceremony or a marquee
name making his way to a speaking engagement
at a local university. While it was renovated in
2005, the lobby still meshes its former Victorian
feel (complete with the original Waterford crystal
chandeliers) with new elements like paint, carpet
and furniture. The renovation also replaced a gift
shop with a lobby bar, which offers guests an
alternative to the busier St. Paul Grill. “We incorporated jazz into the space on the weekends, so
Friday and Saturdays in the fall, and through the
holidays, we have live jazz. It gives it a New York
urban feel,” Miller says.

Chase on the Lake: A Wink to the Past
Originally built in 1922, the Chase on the Lake property has been through a fire, a decade of vacancy and a
recent renovation, which was unveiled in 2008. Past guests and local Walker, Minn., residents were anxious to
see the new property and how it compared to the Chase of the 1920s. The original Chase was very Arts and
Crafts in design, with lots of dark woods. While the renovated property includes many new elements, it still
holds true to its past. “In the design phase, part of the original hotel building was saved and that included the
lobby and the hallway,” says Chrissy Mraz, assistant general manager. “We saved the exterior structure, though
the inside is brand new, and when you look at the lobby and the design and how we furnished it, it’s very much
like the original structure.” Guests at the Chase include everyone from business travelers (Walker is the county
seat for Cass County) to families, so the lobby space is designed with plenty of seating areas and a woodburning fireplace. The space is functional, yet comfortable, no matter who sits on the couch.
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Westin Edina Galleria:
Upper Upscale
When you walk into the Westin Edina
Galleria, the modern, residential looking lobby
is a departure from the ornate, traditional looks
of more historic hotel lobbies. A member of
Starwood Hotels, the Westin brand offers a
signature sensory experience with piped in
music (which changes vibes throughout the
day), lighting and a scent of white tea. “Westin,
over the last number of years, did an awful lot
of market research into what the customer
is looking for,” says General Manager Marc
Faubert. “One of the things they found was a
lot of people thought that lobbies looked cluttered and they didn’t like the older traditional
lobbies. Some people have equated Westin
with those Japanese gardens, how they’re
kind of minimalist, very calming. It’s almost that
influence in the hotel.” But like the lobby of a
traditional hotel, Westin wants its guests to
hang out in its “living room.” To promote gathering, each evening Westin Edina Galleria offers
up mood lighting and wine flights (or mojitos in
the summer) for guests to enjoy.

A sister property to both the W and the
Westin, Aloft could be considered the
less serious sibling. The brand promotes
mixing and mingling, while also being
tech friendly for its demographic of hip
neo-nomads, whether young business
types or adventurous silver surfers. Aloft
seemingly outdoes other hotels with the
way its lobby, called re:mix, promotes
the hotel’s mission. With a large video
wall, a DJ table for plugging in laptops, a
(bright pink) pool table, table games like
Jenga and a sleek bar called w xyz, re:mix
not only offers a happening venue for its
guests to hang out, it invites in the local
neighbors who live in the surrounding
arts district. “With the bright colors and
the sassy, savvy atmosphere, instead of
feeling a little ominous about going to
work the next day, you feel recharged to
do that,” says Troy Whelan, director of
sales and marketing. “It’s an opportunity
to meet new people, make new business
connections, and on the weekends make
new leisure connections.”
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Aloft Minneapolis:
Hip & Modern

The Lodge at Brainerd Lakes: Northwoods Modern
Opened in 2005, The Lodge at Brainerd Lakes meets the needs of very different, yet distinct groups of people.
Whether it’s a businessperson attending a mid-week conference or a family hitting the water park on the weekend, everyone can feel welcome right from the start. “I think with northwoods design, it is easy to fall into the dark
or dated impression,” says Tania Sampson, director of sales and marketing. “Fortunately, the Lodge was designed
with a great use of natural lighting and vaulted ceilings to really open up the space. The colors are not too dark,
and the central fireplace and comfortable furniture presents itself as welcoming instead of stuffy. The geometric
patterns also add a soft modern feel without overriding the integrity of the classic northwoods feel.” The property’s
typical clientele is looking for a getaway experience, even if they’re only coming from a short distance away. The
lobby’s muted tones and calming water feature add to the property’s destination atmosphere.

For more photos of these
hotel lobby spaces visit
mn-meetings.blogs.com
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